Abstract: K-means clustering is an important and popular technique in data mining. Unfortunately, for any given dataset (not knowledge-base), it is very difficult for a user to estimate the proper number of clusters in advance, and it also has the tendency of trapping in local optimum when the initial seeds are randomly chosen. The genetic algorithms (GAs) are usually used to determine the number of clusters automatically and to capture an optimal solution as the initial seeds of K-means clustering or K-means clustering results. However, they typically choose the genes of chromosomes randomly, which results in poor clustering results, whereas a generally selected initial population can improve the final clustering results. Hence, some GA-based techniques carefully select a high-quality initial population with a high complexity. This paper proposed an adaptive GA (AGA) with an improved initial population for K-means clustering (SeedClust). In SeedClust, which is an improved density estimation method and the improved K-means++ are presented to capture higher quality initial seeds and generate the initial population with low complexity, and the adaptive crossover and mutation probability is designed and is then used for premature convergence and to maintain the population diversity, respectively, which can automatically determine the proper number of clusters and capture an improved initial solution. Finally, the best chromosomes (centers) are obtained and are then fed into the K-means as initial seeds to generate even higher quality clustering results by allowing the initial seeds to readjust as needed. Experimental results based on low-dimensional taxi GPS (Global Position System) data sets demonstrate that SeedClust has a higher performance and effectiveness.
Introduction
Data clustering is an important and well-known technique in the area of unsupervised machine learning. It is used for identifying similar records in one cluster and dissimilar records in different clusters [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Moreover, cluster analysis is a statistical multivariate analysis technique in clustering area, which has a wide range of application fields, including social network analysis, pattern recognition, geographic information science, and knowledge discovery. There are many clustering algorithms, which have been roughly categorized into six classes [1] : partition-based AGCUK [20] . In addition, GenClust also proposes a novel gene rearrangement technique that can handle chromosomes with different sizes, which has improved the crossover operation issue of AGCUK (which does not rearrange the genes before the crossover operation) and the same gene size issue of GAGR [18] . However, GenClust can handle two chromosomes participating in a crossover operation without considering the relationship between two participating chromosomes, and it may then end up having useless offspring chromosomes that are participating in the crossover operation. Meanwhile, GenClust can also improve the local minima issue of K-means using GA. However, the complexity of the initial population of GenClust has high complexity with O(n 2 ).
In this paper, the main works of our improved clustering technique, called SeedClust, which combines AGA with an improved initial population for K-means clustering. Part of our novel clustering technique includes an improved density estimation and K-means++, which are used to generate the initial population and initial seeds without requiring the user to input the number of clusters and process the initial seeds as well as handle the different size and shape of the genes. When compared to GenClust, the advantage of SeedClust on the initial population is that it is simple and fast without suffering from the impact of the higher complexity. Therefore, SeedClust may improve the sensitivity of the initial seeds and the use of the selected initial population in the AGA. The presented SeedClust can maintain population diversity and premature convergence.
Therefore, the main contributions of the presented SeedClust are described, as follows: On one hand, our technique used taxi GPS data encoding genes to realize chromosome representations in order to find urban traffic information and to understand the population migration distribution (see Section 3.1), then an improved density estimation method is presented to choose chromosomes in the initial population for capturing the number of clusters, which are chosen between 2, √ n [10, 20] with a low complexity. In Section 3, we present an analysis to describe the advantage of the initial population in the AGA. Unlike some existing GA-based clustering algorithms, such as AGCUK [20] , GAGR [18] , and GGA [19] , which select the initial genes randomly, according to [10] , the initial technique of GenClust is superior to AGCUK, GAGR, and GGA. Our proposed SeedClust included both a set of densities and a threshold in the initial population, where densities are used to capture the number of clusters, and threshold T is used to control the size of the initial genes for each chromosome. Another goal of the paper, the inverse of SSE (sum of quadratic errors) are employed as fitness functions of AGA.
On the other hand, to verify the performance and the effectiveness of SeedClust, we compared SeedClust with GenClust [10] , GAK [28] , GA-clustering [17] , and K-means on four low-dimensional taxi GPS data sets [29] , which consisted of Aracaju (Brazil), Beijing (China), New York (USA), and San Francisco (USA). We also compared four cluster evaluation criteria: SSE, DBI (Davis-Bouldin Index) [30] , PBM-index [31] , and silhouette coefficient (SC) [19] . In addition, a complexity of SeedClust analysis is presented in Section 2.5, which indicated that the complexity of SeedClust is lower.
Unlike most of the existing GA-based clustering techniques, such as [10, [18] [19] [20] , SeedClust can handle the number of clusters and initial seeds by densities in the initial population, maintain the population diversity by adaptive crossover and mutation probabilities, and can also avoid getting stuck in a local optimum. Finally, SeedClust can obtain a set of optimization seeds (best chromosome) for a given data set, which are applied to the K-means clustering. Therefore, SeedClust has three main steps: firstly, according to the density-based and improved K-means++ method, the initial population is produced; secondly, the determination of the best chromosome (the seeds and the number of clusters) is obtained through the AGA; and thirdly, the use of the best chromosome as the initial seeds of the K-means to finally generate high-quality clustering results.
Therefore, the main contributions of the study can be summarized as follows:
• The selection of the initial population combining the improved K-means++ and density estimation with a low complexity (see Section 2.2).
•
The AGA is used to prevent the SeedClust from getting stuck at a local optimal and to maintain population diversity (see Section 2.4).
The SeedClust worked on low-dimensional taxi GPS data sets (see Section 3.1).
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our proposed SeedClust algorithm. Experimental results are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 offers conclusions and future work.
The Proposed SeedClust Clustering Algorithm
This section includes some steps as follows: (1) The four real-world taxi GPS data (location information) are used to encode each chromosome; (2) The improved initial population technique is proposed using density and an improved K-means++ in Section 2.2, and the best chromosome is obtained to use K-means clustering, which can also be used to obtain the number of clusters and the initial seeds of the K-means clustering operations; (3) The reciprocal of the SSE is employed as a fitness function with the aim to capture the maximum value of genetic operation; (4) A gene rearrangement technique based on cosine, adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation, and elitist operation, is employed to execute the genetic optimization in term of the work [32] ; and, (5) The complexity of the SeedClust algorithm is analyzed in Section 2.5, as shown in Figure 1 . The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our proposed SeedClust algorithm. Experimental results are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 offers conclusions and future work.
This section includes some steps as follows: (1) The four real-world taxi GPS data (location information) are used to encode each chromosome; (2) The improved initial population technique is proposed using density and an improved K-means++ in Section 2.2, and the best chromosome is obtained to use K-means clustering, which can also be used to obtain the number of clusters and the initial seeds of the K-means clustering operations; (3) The reciprocal of the SSE is employed as a fitness function with the aim to capture the maximum value of genetic operation; (4) A gene rearrangement technique based on cosine, adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation, and elitist operation, is employed to execute the genetic optimization in term of the work [32] ; and, (5) The complexity of the SeedClust algorithm is analyzed in Section 2.6, as shown in Figure 1 . 
Chromosome Representation
In this paper, a given data set is utilized to describe the chromosome in this paper, furthermore, a density-based method is proposed to use the initial selection of chromosomes and an improved Information 2018, 9, 101 5 of 22 K-means++ is also used to select the initial seeds (see Section 2.2). Each seed of the cluster is represented by the chromosome in the same way as the SeedClust algorithm. In addition, the number of genes of a chromosome must be chosen and be controlled between 2, √ n , where n is the number of taxi GPS data points. The genes of each chromosome has a different size and shape, and can be used as input for the K-means clustering (the best chromosome is chosen from the final population and is then used to handle the K-means clustering), which can handle all kinds of data sets as the data sets can generate chromosomes, if SeedClust is used to achieve the clustering of the high dimension data sets, a multidimensional Euclidean distance equation can be employed to replace the two-dimensional Euclidean [33] ; moreover, when each seed no longer changes in each cluster, the corresponding seed has to be determined. Therefore, chromosome representation is described by real-world taxi GPS data points, which can be defined by CR(G i1 , G i2 , . . . , G iK ), or CR(S i1 , S i2 , . . . , S iK ). Note that a gene is regarded as a seed, in other words, a real data point is regarded as a seed, a cluster is regarded as a chromosome, and a chromosome consists of seeds in clustering algorithms [10, 21] , in clustering processing, where CR, G, S, K, i denote the chromosomes, genes, seeds, the number of seeds (or the number of genes of chromosome, 2 ≤ K ≤ √ n ), and the number of data points each cluster, respectively. Next, the length of the chromosomes is K i × m, where K i stands for the number of clusters of the ith chromosome and m denotes the number of data attributes (m dimensions) and the initial population produced processing is described in Section 2.2.1. Therefore, the chromosomes are made up of real data representing the seeds (cluster centers) in the initial population, and are then used to achieve genetic operation.
Population Initialization
Population has been verified by experiments where the appropriate initial seeds greatly affect the quality of clustering [34, 35] . The adverse effects of improper population include slower convergence, and a higher chance of trapping in the local minima [36] . Fortunately, all of these drawbacks can be remedied and enhanced by using many initialization techniques. In general, there are five categories for clustering initialization population methods: random sampling selection methods [18] , distance optimization methods, density estimation methods [10] , attribute feature methods, and noise selection methods [20] . However, for these initialization approaches, there are more or less shortcomings, i.e., the seeds are chosen randomly using random sampling selection methods, which only works well when the number of clusters is small and the chances are good that at least one random initialization is close to a good solution; in the density-based methods, when the single density estimation radius is used to initialize, it is not efficient for a large number of data sets, which results in causing an uneven distribution and spend time-consuming; sensitivity to the threshold is a prominent drawback for the distance-based initial method; for the noise-based initial method, it is sensitive to the set noise rate; attribute feature methods choose initial seeds in light of the attribute features of data, however, it is difficult to capture the data features of the attribute. The authors in [11] investigated some of the most popular initialization methods that were developed for K-means clustering operation, and some of the commonly used initial methods with an emphasis on their time complexity are reviewed, which included linear time-complexity (e.g., K-means++ [14] ), quadratic-complexity, and other methods. Authors in [10] presented a density-based initial population selection technique and the use of the selected initial population in a GA. In [37] , they proposed a new initialization method that is based on the frequency of attribute values for categorical data clustering, which considered the distance between objects and the density of the object. In this paper, a density-based method is proposed to produce the initialization population for genetic operation, and an improved K-means++ method is presented to generate initial seeds.
Initial Operation Using a Density Method
Many density-based methods have been widely applied in clustering research [10, 38, 39] . Therefore, in this paper, a density-based method is employed to initialize the population for GA as it directly divides the taxi GPS data densities reachable from different points into chromosomes, and then produces chromosomes with different sizes and shapes. In the SeedClust algorithm, according to the existing initialization technique in [10] , the given radius set is placed in data sets to draw some circles (density distribution), count the number of data points in each circle, and then find the densities according to the number of data points in each circle, so all of the data points within the radii are removed from the data set. Furthermore, it is meaningful to find an appropriate method to estimate the density using a group of existing density radii r (r x = {r 1 , r 2 we mean an r x value that can generate a number of clusters or constitute a chromosome, for example, a set of radii can be equal to 30). The above operations are repeated until all of the data points are assigned by giving densities, which indicates that 30 chromosomes have be generated for the initial population.
In the processing, the density-based method first needs to normalize a data set using the formula V norm = (V − V min )/(V max − V min ), where V denotes the attribute values of taxi GPS data points; the maximum and minimum distance between the taxi GPS data are 1 and 0, respectively; this means there are 30 different r x values ranging between 0 and 1, let r x values be effective for taxi GPS dataset when the density-based method is used to produce chromosomes. For instance, let m = 2, K i = 3 then a set of given GPS (Global Position System) location data points {(-10.92435261,-37.04431889), (-10.93428983,-37.0499316), (-10.92635717,-37.10253)}, then V norm = {(1, 1), (0, 0.90358009), (0.79827758669, 0)}. Second, in order to produce a chromosome, a radius r x is chosen to calculate the density of each taxi GPS data point of the data set as follows:
∀j where dist denotes Euclidean distance (if the taxi GPS data are high dimensional data characteristics, and then a multidimensional Euclidean distance formula is employed to replace two-dimensional Euclidean [33] ), which is used to calculate the distance between the normalized data points. Each data point having the highest density is then chosen as the first gene, until one gets a data point with a density greater than a user defined threshold T (e.g., T = |length(dataset)|/100). Therefore, for a r x value, the density-based method can obtain a number of genes from a chromosome CR j , and use the different r x values to produce the different chromosomes until 30 radius values have all been applied. The density-based method is described, as follows.
When Algorithm 1 is run, the number of clusters (chromosomes) indicated have been automatically captured.
Initial Seeds Using an Improved K-Means++ Method
It is well-known that high quality initial seeds can strengthen the clustering quality of the K-means clustering algorithm [11, 40] . Therefore, an improved K-means++ algorithm is presented to initialize the seeds and to capture a high-quality initial population. The K-means++ algorithm is both a fast and simple way of choosing seeds for the K-means algorithm [14, 41] , and has low computing cost, namely, its complexity is only (O(log K). It chooses the first seed randomly and the ith (i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , K}) seed is chosen to be S ∈ CR with a probability of
, where D(S) denotes the shortest distance from a data point to the closest center we have already chosen; and, n stands for the number of data points. Meanwhile, K-means++ is a greedy algorithm, it probabilistically selects log K seeds in each round and then greedily chooses the seed that most reduces the SSE. This modification aims to avoid the unlikely event of choosing two seeds that are close to each other, another advantage of K-means++ is that it is easy to find seeds of a data set without too much consideration of the sensitiveness of the seeds. However, in a high-density data set, when K-means++ randomly selects the first seeds, this results in other seeds that cannot be evenly distributed, and the distance between the seeds are also close together, resulting in getting stuck at a local minima. We therefore presented a density-based method to improve the seed selection of K-means++.
Algorithm 1. Population generation using density estimation method
Input: a given data set data, Output: population results Procedure: Initial parameters Define a set of radius r x ; Define m is dimension of the given a data set; the normalized data V norm = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n } of the given dataset; the initial population matrix DM; threshold T; FOR x = 1 to NIND //NIND denotes the size of population which is defined by a user, and radius r x = r NIND .
FOR y = 1 to n Compute distances dist between data points using the normalized data (V norm ); DM←dist ≤ POP (data, NIND, r x , V norm , m); //POP is fitness of density estimation, and the results are stored in DM. IF r x < T Generate chromosomes CR x (x = 1, . . . , NIND); ELSE Return and run next radius value until r x is null (WHILE loop is end);
END IF END FOR END FOR
The improved K-means++ algorithm is presented in two parts, as follows: first, in the K-means++ algorithm, we used a set of densities r x to replace randomly selection probability P + of the data points, in other words, the seeds/cluster centers of each chromosome are obtained by density estimation, which is shown in Section 2.2.1. Second, the initial population is produced in terms of seeds of each chromosome, namely, in the initial population, each chromosome consists of seeds of different sizes and shapes, which is shown in Algorithm 2. Finally, the initial population is produced. According to each given radius value, we got a chromosome and therefore, we obtained 30 chromosomes according to r x values as part of the initial population. Meanwhile, another 30 chromosomes are randomly selected in order to strengthen the diversity of the initial population, and the number of genes (clusters) of chromosomes is also randomly chosen 2, √ n . As a result, 60 chromosomes are produced in the initial population. The improved K-means++ method is shown, as follows.
Fitness Function
The fitness function is usually used to describe a fitness value for each candidate solution in a given population. In SeedClust, a fitness function must be defined for the evaluation of the clustering in each chromosome. A good fitness function can capture a high value to a good partition solution and use a low value to bad partition. Since K-means is an unsupervised process in clustering analysis and it is very sensitive to seeds as input parameters, it is important to evaluate the result of K-means clustering. Nowadays, there are many validity indices used as fitness function to evaluate seed selection of clustering, and mainly include the Davies-Bouldin index (DBI), PBM-index, and Dunn index, and Silhouette index [10, 22, 31, 42] . Nevertheless, the DBI gives good results for distinct groups, but is not designed to accommodate overlapping clusters; the Dunn index is useful for identifying clean clusters in given data sets containing no more than hundreds of data points; the Silhouette index is only able to identify the first choice and therefore should not be applied to data sets with sub-clusters, but can be used to evaluate clustering results; the PBM-index is usually used to identify the clustering performance, and thus is proposed as a measure of indication for the goodness/validity of a cluster solution, and is usually used to evaluate clustering results. In this paper, SSE is used as the fitness function as it is known that SSE has been utilized as a fitness function due to effective and low complexity, and is defined as
where K x denotes the number of clusters in each chromosome; G ik x ∈ CR x denotes a data point in each chromosome assigned uniformly (note that a chromosome is a cluster in given data set); and, d 2 (CR x , S ik ) is the Euclidean distance from the observed chromosome (a chromosome is defined for a vector) CR x to the seeds of the cluster K x , represented by the S ik . This measure computes the cumulative Euclidean distance of each pattern from its seed of each chromosome, and then sums those measures over each chromosome with the aim to capture the best chromosome from K x , and therefore use K-means clustering, namely, each chromosome with a different number of clusters represent different data partitions. If this SSE measure value is small, then the distances from patterns to seeds are all small and the clustering is regarded favorably. It is interesting to note that the minimum value of SSE can be equal to 0 when a chromosome only contains a data point. Therefore, the SSE-based fitness function of the chromosome for GA evolutionary is defined as the inverse of SSE.
This SSE-based fitness function f is used to capture the maximum values of each chromosome during the evolutionary process (GA operations) and it leads to the minimization of the SSE. In other words, when the maximum values of fitness function f are captured during the GA operation process for each chromosome, it indicates that SSE can obtain minimum values, and the best chromosome is obtained by the minimum SSE values, which is finally used for K-means clustering.
Algorithm 2. Initial seeds with an improved K-means++
Input: a set of densities r x and the normalized data V norm = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n } Output: the initial population POP including initial seeds Procedure: Define m is dimension of the given a data set; Compute the number of seeds K x (x = 1, . . . , NIND) of each chromosome in Algorithm.1; FOR x = 1 to NIND FOR k = 1 to K x FOR y = 1 to n // n denotes number of the taxi GPS data points CR s ← CR x : ∀S 1k // Randomly take one seed S 1k from chromosome CR x , // CR s denotes chromosome of the initial seeds CR sk ← S ik : Seed(CR x , r x , K x , m) // Take a new seed S ik in uniformly chromosome CR x , // choose gene G ik with density r x as probability, // Seed denotes a function of seed selection, which is used to initialize seeds of each chromosome //CR sk denotes chromosomes of the initial seeds in uniformly K x END FOR END FOR Repeat operation until x = NIND and K x seeds altogether have been taken END FOR FOR 1 to NIND Randomly generate NIND chromosomes; Randomly select seeds of each chromosome; END FOR
Generate an initial population (2*NIND chromosomes) including initial seeds of each chromosome
Adaptive Genetic Operation
This section mainly discusses the method that is used to handle genetic operation according to [32] : (1) an improved gene rearrangement method based on cosine is employed; and, (2) adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation are also used to prevent the convergence to a local optimum without defining the genetic parameters. The adaptive genetic operation is described, as follows. Part 1. Initialization population a. Population generation (see Algorithm 1): For a given data set, the density-based method is employed to estimate the number of genes of each chromosome. Namely, a set of density radii r x are defined in terms of the work in [10] , and then estimate the number of genes of each chromosome according to the population size (NIND); the sizes and shapes of each chromosome have unequal length and are different in the population, and the NIND is usually defined by a user. Meanwhile, in order to enhance diversity of the initial population, NIND numbers of chromosomes are also randomly produced. Note that, a chromosome is a cluster; genes in a chromosome are the initial seeds.
b. Initial seeds (see Algorithm 2): An improved K-means++ method using density is proposed to perform initial seeds each chromosome. Namely, the density radii r x are used to replace the probability P + of K-means++, with its aim to initialize the seeds of each chromosome. However, if the density values are r x > 1, then r x needs to be normalized to a range between 0 and 1 ([0, 1]). As a result, the seeds of each chromosome are initialized by the improved K-means++, and an initial population POP is generated.
Part 2. Adaptive genetic operation a. Selection operation: NIND number of chromosomes POP s from the population (2*NIND number of chromosomes) are selected according to the descending order of their fitness values. The selection operation of GAG can be described in Algorithm 3. b. Crossover operation (see step 1 in Algorithm 4): A set of the adaptive crossover probability P cross operator (is defined in Equation (3)) is first calculated, and the roulette wheel technique used to pick up chromosomes, and then the cosine-based method used to calculate the similarities between chromosomes with the aim to find better reference chromosomes and strengthen the performance of the crossover operation. Meanwhile, in order to handle chromosomes of unequal length, an existing gene rearrangement technique [10] is applied in the crossover, and the single point method [22] is employed to achieve crossover operations between the chromosomes. Finally, the crossover operation is achieved and produced population POP c .
The adaptive crossover probability P cross is calculated, as follows:
where f max values denote the maximum fitness value of the current population; f avg denotes the average fitness value of the population; and, f denotes the larger of the fitness of the chromosomes to be crossed. At the same time, the cosine-based similarity is calculated in Equation (4).
where CR ik x , CR jk x are made of a number of genes in each chromosome, x = 1, 2, . . . , NIND, and the Euclidean distance between the data points are shorter and more similar; CR i , CR j are two chromosomes vectors; and, CR b stands for the best chromosome with the fitness in the current iteration. c. Mutation operation (see step 2 in Algorithm 4): A set of the adaptive mutation probability P mutation is calculated by a formula P m , and the fitness values of POP c are calculated and are normalized as P norm , which are used to perform mutation operation in terms of the work [32] , therefore population POP m is generated.
The P mutation is calculated in Equation (5)
where ξ 1 , ξ 2 are equal to 0.5; f max , f avg are the same as defined above; and, f i is the fitness of the ith chromosome under mutation. At the same time, P norm is calculated in Equation (6) .
where f max and f min are the maximum and minimum fitness values in the current population, respectively, for a chromosome with fitness value f . Initial parameters Define the number of iterations G of the adaptive genetic algorithm; Define m is dimension of the given a data set; POP c ← ∅ // denotes the set of offspring chromosomes (crossover), initially set to null POP m ← ∅ // denotes the set of mutation chromosomes, initially set to null POP e ← ∅ // denotes the set of elitist chromosomes, initially set to null // Step 1: Adaptive crossover operation FOR 1 to G CR t ← RWTPair(POP s ) // select a pair of chromosomes CR = {CR 1 , CR 2 } from POP s using roulette wheel // RWTPair is calculated as
. Here, f (CR i , CR j ) is the fitness of the pair // of chromosomes CR i , CR j .
// CR 1 &CR 2 are regarded as parent chromosomes in crossover operation of GA P cross ← CalculateAdaptiveCrossoverProbability(POP s ) // Calculate a set of the adaptive crossover probability of each chromosome in POP s // P cross = {P cross,1 , P cross,2 , . . . , P cross,NIND } FOR = 1 to |P cross | DO CR ← SelectionBestSimChromosomeAsRefereceUseCosin(CR t , m) // Select the best chromosome as reference chromosome using cosine similarity CR ← RearrangeOperation(CR) // Perform gene rearrangement in term of work in [10] O = Crossover(CR, M cross,µ , single − point) // Perform crossover operation between CR 1 &CR 2 using single point crossover // and M cross is also used to handle crossover operation // Two offspring chromosomes
Step 2: Adaptive mutation operation P mutation ← CalculateAdaptiveMutationProbability(POP c ) // Calculate a set of the adaptive mutation probability of each chromosome in POP c // P mutation = {P mutation,1 , P mutation,2 , . . . , P mutation,NIND } P norm ← CalculateAdaptiveFitnessValues(POP c ) // Calculate a set of the normalization value of each chromosome // P norm = {P norm,1 , P norm,2 , . . . , P norm,NIND } FOR = 1 to |P mutation | DO δ ← RandSelectNorm(−P norm , P norm ) // Produce a uniform distribution for mutation operation in Part 3. K-means clustering using the best chromosome a. K-means clustering: If Algorithm 4 has been performed, and the best chromosome has been obtained and can be used to perform K-means clustering, which is shown in Algorithm 5. In the best chromosome, the number of genes is the number of clusters, the genes are the initial seeds.
b. Termination condition (TC): It tries to capture the optimum clustering results in a close neighborhood of a cluster, and therefore a termination condition ε needs to be given and calculated.
Therefore, the K-means clustering algorithm is described, as follows, Algorithm 5. K-means clustering using the best chromosome Input: the best chromosome Output: clustering results of taxi GPS dataset Procedure:Obtain the number of clusters (K) from best chromosome Obtain seeds/cluster centers of clustering operation from best chromosome // K-means clustering ClustRest←ClusteingKM (CR b , SSE, ε) // K is equal to the number of genes of the best chromosome and seeds/cluster centers are genes of the best chromosome; The minimum of the SSE is used to achieve K-means clustering and ε is termination condition of K-means clustering
Complexity Analysis
In fact, the time complexity of an algorithm can be defined as the number of algorithm instructions that the algorithm executes during its run time. This number is calculated with respect to the size of the input data set. However, the analysis used in many K-means algorithm clustering problems suffers from the number of clusters, the initial seeds, and the local optimum, which can be effectively avoided in the SeedClust clustering algorithm. When considering the total number of data points is n, the size of population is NIND (N), the number of iterations is G, the number of attributes of data is m, the number of iterations for K-means clustering is y, and the maximum number of genes in the best chromosome is K. The time complexity of SeedClust is made up of four parts, as follows.
Initialization: This is made of density estimation, the producing random chromosomes, normalization processing, and an improved K-means++. According to [10] , Algorithms 1 and 2, the time complexity of the initial population is approximately equal to O(nmN 2 )
Fitness function: The fitness functions of each chromosome are calculated using SSE under termination condition, its time complexity is the average distance between each data point and its closest seed operation. The time complexity of fitness function is approximately equal to O(nmK).
Genetic operation: This is made of the selection, crossover, and mutation and elitism operation; therefore, the time complexity of the genetic operation is approximately equal to O(gnNmK).
K-means operation: The time complexity of the K-means clustering is O(nmKy). Therefore, when the complexity of the build-in function of Matlab isn't added in SeedClust clustering algorithm, the time complexity of SeedClust is O(nmN 2 + nmK + gnNmK + nmKy) ≈ O(n)(if n >> m, K, g, y, N). The results indicated that the time complexity of SeedClust did not appear quadratic with respect to the number of data points. The time complexity of SeedClust is slightly higher than GAK, GA-clustering. However, when comparing SeedClust with K-means, the time complexity of SeedClust is very high. On the other hand, the time complexity of SeedClust is much lower than GenClust due to the initial population, gene rearrangement, twin removal, and fitness function of GenClust needing more expensive time, the test result of time complexity is described in Section 3.4.
Experiments and Clustering Evolution
In this section, a comparatively experimental evolution of the presented algorithm is proposed, aiming to illustrate its performance in the automatic search for the number of clusters, seeds, and better clustering results. Therefore, for the purpose of testing the performance of the SeedClust algorithm, experiments are conducted on four taxi GPS data sets [29] (shown in Table 1 ), and the results showed that SeedClust had a higher performance and clustering effectiveness than GenClust [10] , GAK [16] , GA-clustering [18] , and K-means. Computer simulations are conducted in Matlab (v.2016a) (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) on an Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU E5-2658, running at 2 @ 2.10 GHz with 32 GB of RAM in Windows Server 2008. Table 1 . The experimental data sets of taxi Global Positioning System (GPS) data.
Taxi GPS Data Set
Land Area
The Number of GPS Taxi Data Points
The Number of Clusters
GA-Clustering, GAK, K-means GenClust NoiseClust
Aracaju (Brazil) 0.14 × 0. 16 Table 1 shows the name of taxi GPS data set, the land area of longitude × latitude, the number of data points, and the number of clusters each data set on five clustering algorithms. In addition, the number of clusters for GA-clustering, GAK, K-means is set to two categories in different GPS data set, respectively, which is expressed in fourth column of the Table 1 .
Description of Taxi GPS Data Sets on Experiments
In general, a trajectory consists of many GPS (Global Positioning System) location points, and GPS data based on trajectory data not only contains location information (longitude and latitude), but also collects time and status (e.g., speed, orientation, and status) [43, 44] . These trajectory patterns of location can be usually described by OD (Origins and Destinations) [45] [46] [47] , where OD is a common description pattern of trajectory, which can be used to describe the urban states and express city hots [45] . In this paper, the GPS data are gathered from taxi GPS points in Aracaju (Brazil) [48, 49] , Beijing (China) [50, 51] , New York (USA) [47] , and San Francisco (USA) [52] (Figure 2a-d) , which are often used for testing clustering algorithms. Therefore, to analyze and compare the SeedClust, GAK, GA-clustering [18] , K-means, and GenClust algorithms and to achieve OD clustering, the four GPS data sets are collected and divided into OD and are then used to encode the chromosomes of genetic operation.
In Figure 1 , the OD of the taxi GPS data sets are described, as follows.
(a) The data set came from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [48, 49] , which is a collection of databases. (b) According to [50, 51] , this GPS trajectory data set was collected in the (Microsoft Research Asia)
Geolife project by 182 users during a period of over three years (from April 2007 to August 2012). However, we only extracted the taxi GPS data points of two minutes (9:00-9:02, 2008.02.02) from Beijing, China. (c) According to [47] , in New York City, 13,000 taxis carry over one million passengers and make 500,000 trips, totaling over 170 million trips a year. However, we extracted the taxi GPS data sets of the two minutes from New York, USA. (d) In [52] : This data set contained mobility traces of taxi cabs in San Francisco, USA. It contained the GPS coordinates of approximately 500 taxis collected over 2 min in the San Francisco Bay Area. Figure 2 expresses the distributions of the taxis' OD in a road network of the given land areas for each city (Aracaju (Brazil), Beijing (China), New York (USA), San Francisco (USA)), and the overall distributions of OD reflect the urban traffic demand change of citizens and population migration who use taxis as a transportation tool. As a result, the best hot points (seeds) will be captured and can be used to dispatch taxis and to find passengers for taxi drivers. Furthermore, traffic information and the population migration distribution will be also obtained in order to explain each city's situation. In Figure 1 , the OD of the taxi GPS data sets are described, as follows.
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Clustering Results Evaluation Criteria
Validation or evaluation of the resulting clustering allowed us to analyze the result in terms of objective measures [32, 53] . Depending on the information available, the clustering results can be evaluated in terms of the Silhouette coefficient (SC) [19, 54] , PBM [31] , and DBI [19] . 
Validation or evaluation of the resulting clustering allowed us to analyze the result in terms of objective measures [32, 53] . Depending on the information available, the clustering results can be evaluated in terms of the Silhouette coefficient (SC) [19, 54] , PBM [31] , and DBI [19] .
This type of evaluation tries to determine the quality of an obtained partition of the data without any available external information, as the data sets are real-world data. Therefore, three of the most useful evaluation criteria are employed as follows.
SC: The value of the SC index varies from −1 to 1, and a higher value indicates a better clustering result.
PBM [31] : A large value of the PBM index implies a better solution. DBI [19] : A smaller value indicates a better clustering result, due to the distance of interior of a cluster is small, and the distance of the exterior of a cluster is greater.
Parameter Setting of Experiments for Comparison Algorithms
In the experiments on GA-clustering, K-means, GAK, GenClust, and SeedClust performed K-means clustering operation and we considered the size NIND of population equal to 30 and the termination condition is x = 120. We maintained this consistency for all of these techniques in order to ensure a fair comparison between them. In addition, we set the number of iterations for GA-clustering, GAK, GenClust, and SeedClust to be 120 before the K-means clustering operation, with the aim to capture the best chromosome as the number of clusters and initial seeds of K-means clustering.
In the experiments, the cluster numbers in GA-clustering, K-means, GAK are user defined, and the crossover and mutation probabilities for GA-clustering and GAK are also set for P c = 0.8 and P m = 0.1, according to the work in [18] , respectively. The parameters settings of GenClust are consulted in [10] . Meanwhile, to test the impact of the number of clusters for the quality of K-means clustering results, the cluster numbers in GA-clustering, GAK, and K-means are user defined as 100, 120, 180, 174, and 140 in terms of the different taxi GPS data sets and the number of clusters of SeedClust in the same test requirement, and the number of clusters needed to be control between 2 and √ n. Note that the number of clusters of the SeedClust is captured automatically. Furthermore, we used GA-clustering and GAK to find the best chromosome for K-means clustering, the initial seeds of K-means are randomly generated. In this paper, the number of clusters of GenClust and SeedClust are automatically determined in terms of the initial population technique, and SeedClust also avoided being sensitive to the initial seeds in the initial population; GAK and GA-clustering used the crossover and mutation operations of the standard GA and the randomly selected the initial seeds.
Experiment Results
The experiments are implemented on four real-world taxi GPS data sets, which can be often used for testing clustering results. For each taxi GPS data set, we ran SeedClust 20 times, since it could produce different clustering results in different runs. The GA-clustering, GAK, K-means, and GenClust are also run 20 times and the clustering results are presented in Tables 2-5 . For the purpose of comparison, SC, SSE, DBI, and PBM are used to evaluate the performance of the clustering results of the taxi GPS data sets (Tables 2-5 , respectively), the tables present the maximum, minimum, average value of the clustering results for each evaluation criteria, and to verify the whole performance of SeedClust, GenClust, GAK, GA-clustering, and K-means are compared to SeedClust in the experiment. We experimentally evaluated the performance of SeedClust by comparing it with GA-clustering, GAK, K-means, and GenClust on four real-world taxi GPS data sets where each algorithm is run 20 times on each data set. In addition, the GA-clustering, GAK, GenClust, and SeedClust algorithms are based on GA, as it finds the best chromosome and then performs it to achieve the K-means clustering operation.
In particular, to analyze and compare the effectiveness and the performance of the initial population of SeedClust, two other initial population methods are used for the experiments: the initial population method of GenClust, and the density-based and K-means++ (distance-based) initialization population method (named as SeedClust (Distance), its chromosome representation and operations are the same as SeedClust, and K-means++ [14, 15, 55] is used for the initial seeds). In our experiment, so far, we used the improved K-means++ (density-based) for the seed selection of the initial population, and we could see that SeedClust clearly outperformed the other two existing techniques that were used in this study, as shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 3 , the SSE is used to compare the performance of these initialization population methods on 20 independent trials, and SeedClust (Density) stands for SeedClust in this paper. It indicates that SeedClust with the improved K-means++ for the initial population achieved better initialization population results than SeedClust (Distance) with K-means++, and GenClust with the genes of the chromosome. Hence, we are confident that SeedClust with the improved K-means++ will win against existing initialization population techniques even more strongly and steadily. Meanwhile, the results indicate that K-means++ can be used to capture the initial seeds effectively; and, the fitness values of SeedClust are better than the other two algorithms, the curves of SeedClust are also smoother than the other two. For example, in New York, USA, the difference values of the fitness function between SeedClust and GenClust had a larger range change.
genes The bold font indicates the best value for each taxi GPS data set. Table 2 shows the results obtained in this instance by different algorithms (GA-clustering, GAK, K-means, GenClust, and SeedClust). It shows that the results of the presented SeedClust with SC as the evaluation criterion. Note that the results are given in terms of the K-means clustering results using the best chromosome, except the K-means algorithm, and the best clustering results of the four real-world taxi GPS data sets are obtained by SeedClust. Note also that the SeedClust solutions improved the results of the GA-clustering, GAK, K-means, and GenClust algorithms. Meanwhile, we also obtained other clustering result information, as follows from Table 2 . (1) The determination of the number of clusters is important in the clustering processing, for instance, when the number of clusters K are different, SC values had a significant change in the GA-clustering, GAK, and K-means algorithms; furthermore, they had the larger number of clusters, and the better of the SC values. (2) All of the SC values of SeedClust are better than GA-clustering, GAK, K-means, and seven SC values of SeedClust are better than GenClust in all of the SC values (12 values) , except the same value; therefore, this indicates that the overall performance of SeedClust is better than GenClust in the SC evaluation. The bold font indicates the best value for each taxi GPS data set. Table 3 shows the results that were obtained by the different compared algorithms. The best result is obtained by the SeedClust algorithm in all of the taxi GPS data sets, and the SeedClust algorithm obtained a really good clustering result. Furthermore, the averaged SSE values indicated that SeedClust obtained a low error rate in all taxi GPS data. Meanwhile, we clearly found from Table 3 (including Tables 2-5 ), the number of clusters directly impacted the clustering quality; namely, cluster numbers K are larger, so SSE values are better, and the error rates are also lower. For instance, in San Francisco, USA, the change in the SSE values are pronounced in GA-clustering, K-means, and GAK algorithms, their difference values of K = 100 and K = 140 are close to 10 or are more than 10. In particular, a larger number of clusters did not mean that the cluster quality is better; for instance, the cluster numbers between SeedClust and GenClust are equal in Aracaju, Brazil, but the SSE values of SeedClust are better than GenClust. Therefore, to obtain better clustering quality, it is difficult to guess the user number of clusters in a given data set, and the clustering results are related to different algorithm performance. The bold font indicates the best value for each taxi GPS data set. The bold font indicates the best value for each taxi GPS data set; the oblique bold indicates the best change value when the number of clusters (K) are increased from 100 to 120, 180, 174, and 140 for each taxi GPS data set. Table 4 shows the results obtained by the different compared algorithms in this paper. The best result is obtained by the SeedClust algorithm in all of the taxi GPS data sets, and the SeedClust algorithm obtained a really good clustering result; furthermore, the clustering quality is also better. DBI can be used to evaluate similar records in one cluster and dissimilar records in different clusters, and therefore Table 4 indicates that the clustering results of SeedClust are very good, did not get stuck at local minima resulting in poor clustering results, and due to the best chromosome that was used to perform the K-means clustering operation, it is also not sensitive to the quality of the initial seeds. In fact, GenClust also has these same characteristics. However, Table 4 shows that the DBI values of GenClust are a little worse than SeedClust, but its values are better than GA-clustering, GAK, and K-means. Table 5 summarizes the clustering results that were obtained by the different algorithms considered. SeedClust with a PBM index obtained a better clustering result when the number of clusters (K) of other comparison algorithms are equal to 180, 174, and 140 (except in the San Francisco, USA data set where it not only obtained a better value, but at the beginning (before the fourth generation), its convergence speed is faster than the other comparison clustering algorithms, as shown in Figure 2d , in other words, in the San Francisco, USA data set, GenClust obtained a better clustering performance than SeedClust. However, in Aracaju, Brazil, the best measure performance is obtained by SeedClust. The values indicate the whole superiority of SeedClust, which produced a better value than those of the other GA-based clustering algorithms (GA-clustering, GAK, and GenClust) and K-means.
From the experiments, the SC, SSE, DBI, and PBM index values that were obtained by the five algorithms are presented in Tables 2-5 . The values indicate the superiority of the SeedClust algorithm, which generated better clustering result values than those of the other algorithms.
As seen from Table 6 , the SeedClust clustering algorithm converged with a shorter computation time than GenClust. In other words, the convergence of the SeedClust algorithm is very good and fast without showing any fluctuation and began to converge between 5 and 15 iterations. In Table 6 , we present the results of the average execution time (20 runs per each taxi GPS data set) that is required by the five clustering algorithms. SeedClust is computationally more expensive than the existing GAK, GA-clustering, and K-means algorithm, but the differences between their complexities are not so obvious. Genetic algorithms are generally more time expensive than other basic clustering algorithms (e.g., K-means) [10] . SeedClust also uses computationally expensive operations, such as the initial population and gene rearrangement. On one hand, compared to SeedClust with GAK, GA-clustering, the operations of GAK and GA-clustering take ordinary steps without running the initial population and gene rearrangement, can only handle two equal length chromosomes and then the average execution time of GAK and GA-clustering is shorter than SeedClust and GenClust. On the other hand, when comparing SeedClust with GenClust, the computationally expensive operations of GenClust mainly focused on the initial population technique, gene rearrangement, and twin removal of each iteration, which resulted in the average execution time of GenClust being the most expensive, and the average execution time of the initial population of SeedClust (O(n)) being shorter than GenClust (O(n 2 )). Meanwhile, SeedClust reduced the complexity without performing the twin removal operation of GenClust, and in the gene rearrangement, it did not compute distances between each taxi GPS data point. Therefore, the average execution time of SeedClust is of a better level. From Table 6 , we also found that the number of clusters is greater, and the execution time more expensive. In fact, the execution time of K-means is very inexpensive.
Conclusions
In this paper, to improve and enhance the performance of K-means clustering, SeedClust is developed for automatic K-means clustering using the best chromosome. In the SeedClust algorithm, an efficient initial population technique is improved and presented, which is used to capture the best chromosome as initial seeds and the cluster numbers of K-means clustering, therefore it can achieve better clustering quality without requiring a user to input the number of clusters. Furthermore, SeedClust could also avoid getting stuck in a local optimum since adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation are presented and an improved gene rearrangement are used. The presented processes in the SeedClust allowed the SeedClust clustering to explore the search space more effectively without needing too high a time complexity. The SeedClust is scalable to taxi GPS data sets since the running time complexity is linear. Moreover, the superiority of the SeedClust algorithm over GA-clustering, GAK, GenClust, and K-means algorithm is demonstrated by the experiments. In particular, four real-world taxi GPS data sets are applied in these clustering algorithms, which indicated that SeedClust has effectiveness and superiority.
In future works, we will investigate an approach of density estimation, which can produce chromosomes automatically according to the distribution of GPS data points, and other intelligent algorithms such as particle swarm algorithm and ant colony algorithm will also be studied and applied in clustering operation. Meanwhile, for large and high dimensional GPS data, MapReduce-based with the GA will be studied. In addition, we will improve the experimental results by justifying the objectives of the classification of real-world GPS data.
